AYRSHIRE ARCHIVES

AA/DC135

Records of the Robert Burns Bicentenary

AA/DC135/1

1995 - 1996

File of working papers including a list of
stallholders, and invoices. Documents relating to
the Burns Bicentenary Commemorative Horse
Ploughing Competition consist of papers,
correspondence, minutes of meetings, sponsorship
of event. Newspaper clipping from the horse
ploughing competition is also included

AA/DC135/2

1995 - 1996

Collection of papers relating to the Alloway and
Doonfoot Community Group, including minutes of
meetings and correspondence. Papers relating to
the horse ploughing competition are also included:
correspondence, programmes, list of stallholders,
stallholder application forms. Photocopied maps of
the Ayrshire area are also included

AA/DC135/3

1996

Collection of programmes, flyers and information
booklets relating to the Burns Bicentenary and
Robert Burns. Also includes magazine article
relating to the refurbishment of Ellisland Farm,
correspondence, statement of accounts for the
Burns Federation, circulation list of Ayrshire
Association of Burns Clubs, coloured photograph
from the horse ploughing competition, list of
participants and certificate from the National Burns
Festival for Scottish Schoolchildren

AA/DC135/4

1996

Collection of programmes, flyers and booklets for
shows, conferences and events throughout
Scotland relating to the Burns Bicentenary and
Robert Burns. Also includes a publication called
'Robert Burns hits the Headlines!' and the annual
report and business meeting of the Burns
Federation 1996

AA/DC135/5

1996

Collection of papers relating to the Ayrshire
Association of Burns Clubs and the Ayrshire
Ploughing Association regarding the Mossgiel
Memorial Cairn. Including plans and drawings of
the Cairn, events programmes, financial documents
of the Mossgiel Cairn and ploughing competition,
correspondence, brochure for David Ogilvie
Engineering, meeting notes, speech notes and
newspaper clippings

Collection located at Ayrshire Archives Headquarters
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AA/DC135/6

1996

Collection of papers relating to the horse ploughing
competition, including flyers, correspondence and
black and white photographs from the competition.
Also includes correspondence relating to the haggis
competition and the Bicentenary Window in Irvine
Old Parish Church

AA/DC135/7

1996

Newspaper clippings from The Leader, Ayr
Advertiser, The Herald, Ayrshire Post, Cumnock
Chronicle, Ayr Advertiser, The Scottish Farmer and
unidentified papers discussing the Burns
International Festival/Burns Bicentenary events and
celebrations

Collection located at Ayrshire Archives Headquarters
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